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Abstract - -Neutra l  differential equations arise in many practical problems and have important 
applications in physics and engineering. This paper introduces Fourier series method and inequality 
techniques to investigate periodic solutions for a class of higher-order delayed neutral differential 
equations. This method is different to some traditional methods (such as critical point theory, fixed 
point method, and topological degree method) which are applied to study periodic solution problem 
of neutral differential equations. Some new necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained ensuring 
the existence and uniqueness ofperiodic solutions. In addition, three examples are given to illustrate 
the theory. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords- -Four ier  series, Neutral differential equations, Delays, Periodic solution, Existence, 
Uniqueness, Stability. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Neutral differential equations (NDE) arise in practical problems and numerous applications, and 
play a significant role in many fields. It is well known that the study of the existence and 
uniqueness of periodic solutions for neutral differential equations (NDE) with several delays is a 
very difficult problem. The study of this problem has wide applications prospects [1-5] in biology, 
physics, neural networks, electronics, communication, and automatic ontrol. Recently, there has 
been increasing interest in it and some results have been obtained in [6-24]. But most authors 
consider usually the periodic solution problems of NDE by using critical point theory [11-16], 
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fixed point theory [17-19], or topological degree method [20-24]. To the best of our knowledge, 
few authors have considered existence and uniqueness of periodic solutions for general delayed 
NDE by Fourier series theory, which is one of the most important heoretical tools in industry 
and technology fields as it can be easily grasped by engineers and technician. It is a whole new 
attempt o study the periodic problem of deiayed NDE by using Fourier series theory. In this 
paper, we investigate periodic solutions for a class of higher-order delayed NDE via the method 
of Fourier series theory and inequality techniques. Some new necessary and sufficient conditions 
are given and the results also extend and improve the results in [6-10]. In addition, the results 
axe easy to check and apply in practice. 
In the following, we are concerned with the delayed NDE described by the higher-order delayed 
differential equations 
P 
a~x(e(t) + £ £bijx(O(t- h~j) = f(t), (1) 
i -t0 j= l  i=0 
in which p and m are nonnegative integers, and the delays hij _> 0 and the coefficients ai, bij 
(i = 0,1,2,. .°,p; j = 1,2, . . . ,m)  axe constants, and the coefficient ap - 1. Let f(t) be a 
continuously differential periodic function with period 2T and its Fourier expansion as 
~ ( nrt ) /(t/=~0+Z k°c°s~+l~sinT ,
where k0, k~, In (n = 1, 2,. . .  ) are Fourier coefficients. 
For convenience l t us consider the system in form 
p--1 
z(p)(t) + bp~(p)(t - hp) + ~ [a~(~)(t) + bi~c~)(t - h~)] = f(t),  (2) 
i=0  
where h~ _> 0 (i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,p -  1) and other conditions are the same as equation (1). Our 
methods can easily be suitable to system (1). 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, several new necessary and 
sufficient conditions of existence and uniqueness of periodic solutions are derived for the higher- 
order neutral equation with several delays by using Fourier series theory and inequality techniques, 
respectively. In Section 4, three examples are given to illustrate the theory. In Section 5 some 
concluding remarks are also given. 
2. EX ISTENCE OF  PERIODIC  SOLUTIONS 
THEOREM 1. Assume that [bp] # 1, then equation (2) has pth-order continuously differential 
periodic solutions with period 2T if and only if for every natural number n, the algebraic equation 
(ao + bo)eo = ko, 
g(n)c~ ÷ h(n)d~ = k~, (3) 
-h(n)cn q- g(n)d~ = ln, 
has solutions with respect o co, on, d~, where 
" (n~ ~ ~ ai cos -[- + bi oos £n) = Z ~,T-J 
i=0  
h(n) = X :  ~ T a~ s in-~ + b~ sin - 
i=0  
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PROOF. (i) Necessity. 
Suppose that x(t) is the pth continuously differential periodic solution with period 2T of equa- 
tion (2), and its Fourier expansion as 
oo( n~rt ~_)  
x(t) = co + ~ an cos --T-- + dn sin , 
n=l  
where co, c~, d~ (n = 1, 2,. . .  ) are Fourier coefficients. 
Then we have 
x(k)(t)= -~- cncos +--ff +dns in - -+ , k=l ,2 , . . . ,p .  (4) 
r~: l  
Substituting x(t) and x (k) (k = 1, 2,. . .  ,p) into equation (2) and simplifying it, we get 
(ao+bo)co+~-~[(g(n)cn+h(n)dn) ~rt _~_] cos - -  + (-h(n)cn + g(n)d~) sin 
(5) 
= f(t) = ko + ks cos T + l~ sin . 
Comparing the coefficients of equation (5), we have 
(a0 + b0)co = ko, 
g(n)c~ + h(n)d~ = k~, 
-h(n)c~ + g(n)d~ = l~. 
This implies that equation (3) has solutions. This completes the proof of necessity. 
(ii) Sufficiency. 
Assume that equation (3) has solutions, construct the following p + 1 trigonometric series: 
~1 / nTrt n~rt \ co+ ~c~ cos--T- + d~sin--f-) ,
-~- c~ cos + + dn sin - -  + , 
z (7)  ÷ ÷ 
In the following, we will prove the p + 1 trigonometric series above are absolutely convergent 
and uniformly convergent as Ibp] ¢ 1. 
Rewrite g(n) and h(n) as follows: 
g(n) = ~- cosv  + b, cos 
P-1 (n~ I i~ ( i  2 nT~)]  + ~ k T ] ai cos ~-+ bi cos 
i=0  
h(n)= (n_~)P[sinP_~q_bpsin(P~r n?p)]  
P-l(n~r~i[ iTr (i 2 n~i ) ]  
+ ~ \ -~-] ai sin ~- + bi sin - -  . 
i=O 
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Calculating the value of g2(n) + h2(n), we obtain 
g~(n) + h~(n) = LT)  cos T + bp 0os 
+ s in -~ + bp sin ~-P +R2p-l(n) 
nTrhp .2\ 
= \T)(nTr~2P l+2bpcos  T+op)  +R2p- l (n )  (6) 
) (1-1bpl)2(r/2~-~)2P-HR2p-l(n) 
= ~ + R2p_l(n),  (7) 
in which R2p-l(n) is a polynomial of degree 2p - I with respect to n, and its coefficients are 
obtained by using finite plus, minus, and multiplication operators to a~, b~, cos(iTr/2), sin(i~r/2), 
cos(nrrhi/T), sin(nTrhi/T) (i = 0,1, 2 , . . . ,p ) .  So there exists a sufficiently large natural num- 
ber N, such that (nTr) 2p 
g2(n ) + h2(n) > ~ -~- , (8) 
when n > N. It follows from equation (3) that 
(g2(n) + h2(n)) c~ = g(n)k~ - h(n)ln, (9) 
(g~(~) + h~(~)) & = h(~)k~ + g(~)l~. (lo) 
From (8)-(10), we can get 
= Ig(~)k~- h(~AI + Ih(~)k~ +g(~)Z~l 
< 2(Ik~l + lZ@, 
as n > N. Obviously, 
So we have 
when n >_ N. Since (n~r/T)k~, (nlr/T)i,~ are the Fourier coefficients of ]'(t), by Bessel inequality, 
we get 
(f'(t)) 2 dr, 
n=N 
and therefore, 
is convergent, and the series 
~=N \1 T ~ + T z~ 2) 
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is obviously convergent. So the series 
is convergent. This implies that the series 
oo 
(tcnl + Idnl) 
is also convergent. Note that 
T (le"l+ld"[)<-\f/ (levi + Idol), i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,p -  1, 
as natural number n is sufficiently enough large. Thus, the series 
\ r /  (Icn]+ldnl)' i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,p ,  
n=l  
are all convergent. It is easily seen that 
T/  e~cos +- -  +d~s in  + <- \T /  ( le~l+ldnl) '  
Therefore, the series 
( nTrt . n~rt'~ co+ Z ~c°s--c-+d"sm~), 
r~ l  
are all absolutely convergent and uniformly convergent. 
Now we denote 
x(t) = so + c~ cos ~ + d~ sin , 
r~=l  
then 
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i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,p .  
/ = 1 ,2 , . . . ,p ,  
x(i)(t) = ~ ~ T / en cos + + d~ sin + , i = 1, 2 , . . . ,p ,  
n=l  
and x (p) (t) is continuous. Substituting x(t) and x (~) (t), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p into equation (2), we easily 
check that x(t) satisfies equation (2), so x(t) is a continuously differential periodic 2T solution 
with period of equation (2). This completes the proof of sufficiency. 
Hence, the proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
REMARK 1. From the results above, we can see that Theorem 1 holds as the condition Ibpl ~5 1. 
Obviously, Theorem 1 will fail if lbpl = 1. In the following, we shall consider the case as Ibpl = 1. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that Ibpl = 1, ( lap_ l l -  Ibp_l]) 2 > 4(1%_21 + [bp-21), hp = hp-1 = (r /q)T 
(q, r are natural numbers), and f" ( t )  exists, then equation (2) has pth-order continuously differ- 
ential periodic solutions with period 2T if and only if for every natural number n, the algebraic 
equation (3) has solutions with respect to co, a~, dn. 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we can easily get the proof of necessity, so we only 
give the proof of sufficiency. 
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Reconsider inequality (7), namely~ 
(nTr) 2p 
By the conditions of Theorem 2, (7) becomes 
92(n) + h2(n) >_ R~p_~(n) 
2\T /  = cos ~- + bp cos 
. [ap_l cos (p - 1 )Tr~ + bp-1 cos ( (p - 1)7r2 nTrhp_l)]T 
+ [sin---~ + bp sin ( pTr n2hP)] 
nTrhp_i ] • [ap_ l s in (P -1 )Tr+bp- l s in ( (P21)7r  ~ ) ]}  
+ t ,T)  2 + 
[ a~-~ e°S (; - 2)~-5-- + b~_~ cos ((;  - 2)~2 ~<~-~ ) ] 
-t-[ap-lCOS (p-l)Tr~ -t- bp_ 1 cos ((p%1)7c nTchp_l)] 2T  
+ (, ?,= +,,_,sin (<, / , -  
(nTr']2p-~ [%_~bpsin ~hp n~hp_~ = 2 \ T / T - bp_l sin T 
L 
+ bpbp-1 sin nTr(hp - hp-1) ]  
nTrhp_2 2ap_2bp cos nfrhp (nTr)2(p-1) -2ap-2 - 2bp-2 cos T + \T , ,  
- 2bpbp-2 cos nzr(hp T- hp-2) -t- ap_ -t- bp_ 12 
n~rh~_l ] 
+ 2<,._~b._~ cos -T- - ]  + R~._3(~), 
where R2p-3(n) is a polynomial of degree 2p - 3 with respect to n, and its coefficients are 
obtained by using finite plus, minus, and multiplication operators to a~, b~, eos(iTr/2), sin(izr/2), 
cos(nTrhi/T), sin(nzrh~/T) (i = O, 1, 2,... ,p). 
For the delay case, we divide into the following two cases 
CASE 1. As nhp = nhp-1 = kT (k is integer). 
By inequality (11), we get 
[nfe~2(P-1) [(a2_l_l_b~_l+2a,_lbp_lCOS~ ) g2(n) -d- h2(n) > \ -~ ' - /  (12) 
2 \(av-2 + bpbp-2 cos nTr(hp T- by-2) + bp-2 cos ~nTrhp-2 
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(nTr ~ 2(,-1) (12) (cont.) 
> kT: [(la~,-ll- Ib,,-xl) 2 -4(lap-21 + Ib~-=l)] 
+ R2p-3(n). 
CASE 2. As nhp = nhp-1 = kT 4- ()~/q)T, )~ = 1, 2 , . . . ,  q - 1 (k is integer). 
Let 
and by equation (6), we have 
(7 )2"  (1 d) 4-R2p-1(n). (13) g2(n) 4- h2(n) _ 2 
Note that (lap_li -Jbp_ll) ~ > 4(Jap_2J + Jbp-21) and 0 < d < 1, by inequalities (12) and (13), it 
can be seen that there must exists a sufficient natural number N and a positive number 5, such 
that 
g2(n) 4- h2(n) > 5 k--~--/ , (14) 
when n > N. 
Using the similar method to the proof of Theorem 1, we can get 
when n > N. Notice that 
\ T / (le,d-4-Id.I) s (Ik,d + IZ,~l), (15) 
Therefore, 
2 
E + (7) 'o 
n=N 
is convergent. And the remainder of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, so we omit it. 
Hence~ the proof is completed. 
Iknl+lZ~l-- T 3/~ (n~ 3/~ k~l + n~ 3/~ T T II.I] 
(16) 
_< + ik.i ~+ ~ II-I ~ 
as n _> N. From (15) and (16), one can easily derive 
when n >_ N. Since (nr/T)2kn, (nTr/T)21n are the Fourier coefficients of ff'(t), and by Bessel 
inequality, then 
(:"(t) ~) ~t. 
+ l,~ <_~ r n=N 
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3. UNIQUENESS OF  PERIODIC  SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we study the uniqueness of periodic solution of (2). 
THEOREM 3. Let lbp[ 5~ 1, then equation (2) has unique pth-order continuously differential 
periodic solution with period 2T if and only if 
ao + bo ¢ O, 
(17) 
g2(~) + h2(~) # o, ~ = 1, 2, . . . .  
PROOF. 
of (3) is not equal to zero, i.e., 
ao + b0 
0 
0 
Clearly, equation (2) has a unique solution if and only if the determinant of coefficients 
that is, (17) holds. 
° ° t 
g(n) h(n) ¢ O, 
-h(u) ~(~) 
Similarly, when lbpl = 1, one can easily get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that Ibpl = 1, ( lap-~l-  Ibp-ll) 2 > 4(tap-21 + Ibp-2l), hp = hp_~ = (r/q)T 
(q, r are natural numbers), and f"(t) exists, then equation (2) has unique pth-order continuously 
differential periodic solution with period 2T if and only if equation (17) holds. 
REMARK 2. Theorems 3 and 4 require that (17) holds for every natural number. In fact, by 
analysis the expressions of g(n) and h(n) carefully, we find 
or  
h(n) ~ oo, 
as n --+ oo. This shows that we only need to check finite natural numbers, such that (17) holds. 
For some special delays, we can get the following brief results. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that [bpl ¢ 1, hi = 2)~iT (Ai is integer; i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  ,p), and a0 +b0 ¢ 0, 
then equation (2) has unique pth-order continuously differential periodic solution with period 2T 
if one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) as p = 2k (k is natural number), 
(-1)~ 7 (a2i + b2~) # 0 
i=0 
or  
k 
i=0 
(ii) as p = 2k + 1 (k is natural number), 
k 
i=0 
or  
k 
(a~-i + b~_l) + (-1) k (a~+l + b2k+l) # 0. 
/=0 
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THEOREM 6. Assume that Ibpl = 1, (1%-11- Ibp-ll) 2 > 4(1%-2t + Ibv-2[), hp = hp-1 = (r/q)T 
(q, r are natural numbers), and f"(t) exists, and h~ -- 2A~T (£i is integer; i = O, 1, 2,.. .  ,p - 2), 
and ao + bo ¢ 0, then equation (2) has unique pth-order continuously differentiM periodic solution 
with period 2T if one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) as p = 2k (k is natural number), 
k 
i=0  
or  
k E(-m)i+1(~)2i-1(a2i_1~-b2i_1) ~0; 
i=o  
(i i) as  p = 2k  + 1 (k is natura l  number) ,  
k 
i=0  
Of 
k 
• - (n7r~ 2k+1 
E(--1)i+l(n--~)2" l(a2,-1+b2,-1)+(--1)k\--~-] (a2k+l-kb2k+l)~O. 
i=O 
As h~ = 2AiT (A~ is integer; i = 0, 1, 2,. . .  ,p -  2), one can easily prove Theorems 5 and 6 from 
the expressions of g(n) and h(n) by using Theorems 3 and 4, respectively, here omitted. 
4. I LLUSTRATIVE  EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the fifth-order neutral equation with delays 
2 I l l  " x(5)(t) + lxCs)(t - hs) - 5x(4)(t) + 2x'"(t) + ix (t - h3) 
-3x"(t) + 4x ' ( t -  h,) -  x(t) = 2cost, 
where ha = 4zr, ha = 2~', and hi = 2zr. 
Let 
(is) 
p=5,  4 a5=1,  a4=-5 ,  a3=2,  a2=-3 ,  a l=0,  a0=-~,  
1 2 1 
bs=~,  b4=0,  b3= ~, b2=0,  bl =~,  bo=0,  
hs=4~,  ha=2~,  hi =2~, ho =h2=h4=O,  
in Theorem 3, then obviously 
and 
1 
IbsI-- ~ ¢ 1 
4 
ao + bo =-~+0~0.  
Calculating the value of g(n), we have 
5 
= a~ cos -5- + b~ cos 
i=O 
= n 2 ( -5n 2 + 3) 
7 ~ 0, n = 1,2,. . . .  
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This implies that 
9S(n) + h2(n) 7~ 0. 
Thus, it follows from Theorem 3 that equation (18) has a fifth-order continuously differential 
periodic solution with period 27r. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the third-order neutral differential equation with delays 
x'~(t)-x" (t - -~5) +4x'(t)+x" (t - -~5) -x~ (t- -~5) + 2x(t) =3cosv/-57rt. (19) 
Taking 
1 
p=3,  a3=1,  as=4,  a l=0,  no= 2' 
b3 = -1, b2 = 1, bl = -1, b0 = 0, 
4 4 2 h3= , 
in Theorem6, then 
GI  = lb31 = I -  1] = 1, 
( lap - i t -  Ibp-ll) 2 = (4 - 1) 2 = 9, 4(la;-21 + Ibp-21) = 4, 
4 2 
hp = hp-1 = ha = h2 = ~,  hi = ~,  h0 = 0, 
1 ao+bo = ~ ¢0, 
1 
E( -1 )  ~ -~- (a2i + b2~) = ~ - 25nS~r 2 7 ~ 0, n E N. 
i=0 
Hence by Theorem 6, we know that equation (19) has unique third-order continuously differential 
periodic solution with period 2/v/5. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the second-order neutral differential equation with delays 
! x'(t) "4-4x'(t) + 3x(t) -- ~x (t - 0.3) = sint. (20) 
Let 
1 
p=2,  as=l ,  a1=4,  ao=3,  b2=0, b l - - -7 ,  bo=0, h2=0,  h1=0.3, h0=0,  
in Theorem 3, then 
Ibsl = 0 # 1 
and 
ao+bo=3+07~O. 
CMculating the value of h(n), we have 
h(~) = ~ ~-  a~ s ln -~ + bisin - T 
i=0 
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Figure 1. Transient response and phase plots of state variables yl(t) and y2(t) for 
Example 3. 
This implies that 
g2(n)+h2(n)~O. 
Hence by Theorem 3, we know that equation (20) has unique second-order continuously differ- 
ential periodic solution with period 27r. 
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Let 
yl(t)  = x(t),  
 2(t) = x'(t), 
then equat ion (20) can be converted into the following equivalent form: 
dyl 
d-U- = (t) ,  
dy2 1 
= sint - 4y2(t) - 3yl(t) + -~y2( t  - 0.3). 
dt 
(21) 
System (21) can be s imulated on MATLAB, and the s imulat ing results are shown in F igure 1. 
It shows system (20) has a unique two-order continuously differential periodic solution with 
period 2~r, and this also proves the correctness of Theorem 3. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Several new necessary and sufficient conditions have been presented for the existence and 
uniqueness of periodic solutions for a class of higher-order neutral equation with several delays 
by using Fourier series method and inequMity technique. Our criteria and methods possess highly 
important significance in both theories and applications. Here there exists an interesting problem 
which can be discussed for the stability of the solutions mentioned by a reviewer. This will become 
our future invest igated irection. 
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